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Following publication of the original article [1], the 

authors identified an error in Table  8 and Footnote 10. 
The correct Table 8 and footnote are given hereafter.
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Table 8 An integration of the issues on both levels

Governance dimensions Problem-types Discontinuation issues

Policy instruments Burdens of replacing technology Performance issues

Impact of production and use of resources

Recycling

Health issues

Burdens of/for users Awareness raising for need of discontinuation

Need of knowledge for replacement

Comparison of light output of new lamps

Image-issues

Stockpiling of ILBs

Costs of discontinuation

Burdens of infrastructure Need for new eco-labelling

Exiting strategy Positive vs. Negative sanctions

Implementation Challenges for industry Capacity for new production

Production loss due to discontinuation

Burdens of replacing technology Need for improvement

Burdens of infrastructure Retrofitting

Strictness Burdens of replacing technology Performance issues

Need for improvement

Burdens of infrastructure Retrofitting

Dim-installation

Monitoring Burdens of replacing technology Recycling

Health issues

Burdens of/for users Image-issues

Challenges for industry Circumvention of industry

Policy Level Existing regulations National level

Supranational level

International level

Footnote 10 should read: The single underlined issues 
correspond on both levels and the issues in Italics were 
not present at the supranational level.

The changes requested are implemented in this correc-
tion and the original article [1] has been corrected.
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